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Clients with urgent and complex questions keep the legal profession busy as well as intellectually interesting. Questions about the business of marijuana are especially intriguing for lawyers whose states have recently begun to permit either wide recreational use of marijuana, or which have adopted narrower statutes allowing medically established need-based uses.

Listen carefully to the client’s questions before responding. Just discussing the textual provisions of the state laws will not produce the quality of responses that the client will need. Like other compromises on controversial issues, the various state legislatures have produced a quilt of agreements rather than a seamless garment of logic. Reading the actual statutory terms is the first and most vital task for counselors. Knowledge of commercial law, real estate, and criminal defense law will be necessary as the client’s business evolves.

It is interesting to observe the rise of commercial ventures to sell software and specialty products to regulators and to marijuana dispensaries. The marketing innovations will move the operational pace of this new commercial marketplace, but innovation in systems works only so long as the real contingencies of legal preemption and state regulations are considered, at the time when each prospective new business development is evaluated. We help the clients to deal with the world as it is.

Cannabis is different, as this book will explain, from other commodities for consumer purchase. The legal constraints of federal preemption conflicts will be a key barrier. Hostility by the current federal administration and the judges whom they are selecting for federal courts is likely to be manifest in litigated controversies for years to come. Rapid legal responses to the potential governmental challenges will be needed by the business clients. Any set of prepared answers to the probable questions must change and must be updated accordingly.

For some lawyers, cannabis business specialization will be a gold mine. For others, the legal malpractice insurers will be hesitant to continue coverage if the attorney is not fully “up to speed” with the highly nuanced regulatory control issues in that state. Federal civil forfeiture

and federal or state criminal prosecution are much harsher outcomes than the optimistic and naïve marketing client might expect, and legal malpractice insurers must anticipate strong responses from their former clients who face those potential outcomes.

We urge lawyers and clients to “stay tuned for the news,” as this rapidly changing confrontation of federal and state norms evolves in the decade to come.
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